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Our software solutions for foundry industries- 'iCast Lyt', 'iCast Inv', 'iCast Pro' & 'iCast Ent' are developed
under the consultation of leading foundrymen, foundry professionals and management consultants.

It has successfully implemented and working in various foundries. In a very short time span iCast has been
very popular and favorite Foundry Software for production and management among the foundries.

Smart analysis reports and BI reports generated by iCast has been proven enormous help to foundry
owners and managers in overcoming challenges like data capturing and analysis of the data and taking
business decisions.

This software provides solution to almost all the basic day to day needs and requirements that arises in a
foundry. It covers all the major functionality of the foundry industry.

Why iCast? 

1.) Developed by foundry professionals & consultants with the help of several foundrymen.

2.) ERP is developed exclusively for the foundry industry. Usually, people take ready-made software and
then try to convert it according to the foundry industry.

3.) Statistics says that such software is not successful in the industry due to the complexity of the foundry
process.

4.) Final product released after any numbers of iterations and practical trials- Hence, the product is bug-
free, has user-friendly UI and rich in user experience.

5.) Developed using the latest technological concepts.



6.) Competitive pricing.

The benefits of employing ‘iCast’-Foundry Management Software

1.) Standardization Of Business Processes like Operational and Outsourcing Processes.

2.) Improvements in Efficacy in Information and Data Management Due to Real Time Access,
Transparency as well as Controlled Data Management.

3.) Supply Chain and Value Chain Optimization will Result in Cutting Down Excess Inventory Costs,
Consumable Costs and other costs.

4.) It will be proved a Handy Tool For Decision Making.

5.) Business Analysis and Business Intelligence (BI) Reports can be generated on a click.

6.) It will definitely Give an Edge Over Competitors.

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/icast-foundry-management-software-
ahmedabad-352281
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